Business Opportunity
LISMORE STORES and POST OFFCE
LISMORE STORES and POST OFFICE, on the delightful Inner Hebridean Island of Lismore, Argyll,
needs a new proprietor! Offering a completely different kind of retail experience, this
opportunity would be ideal for an energetic couple seeking a rural lifestyle, fully integrated into
the island community.
Situated near the centre of the island, the Stores is the only Shop, Post Office and off License on
the Island. It acts as a Community Hub.
With a wide range of stock, built up over many years of local trading, the Stores offers potential
for new ideas and adjustments to suit changing conditions.
THE OPPORTUNITY
With a number of houses available for rental or purchase on Lismore at present, taking up the
business of Lismore Stores could provide a rare opportunity for a lifestyle change – or perhaps a
change from an existing retail occupation to one in a very special corner of Scotland. The
opportunity has risen as the present proprietors have decided to wind down towards a wellearned retirement after 25 years, having happily brought up their children in the community,
and enjoyed being at the heart of things.
As the Island adapts to the next phase of challenges, Lismore Stores can be at the heart of
ensuring that the community can remain resilient and vibrant.
If interested or for more information, contact:

lismorestores@gmail.com

LISMORE
The Island of Lismore lies in Argyll at the foot of the Great Glen, in Loch Linnhe, accessible by
regular ferries from Oban (vehicle), and from Port Appin (pedestrian). Low, undulating green
pastures offer varied and ever-changing vistas of the mountains across the narrow stretches of
the sea. The island is rich in history and its limestone soils make it fertile and of interest for flora
and fauna.
Lismore has a Primary School, Public Hall, Heritage Centre, Church and a variety of holiday
accommodation – all of which are within easy striking distance from the Stores. Economic
activity includes farming - the predominant land use - local services, some commuting off the
island, and local business enterprises.
There is a vibrant community life, with numerous formal and informal groups, and shared social
occasions throughout the year.
For more information about Lismore, please visit:
www.isleoflismore.com
https://www.facebook.com/isleoflismore/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/450196155176140/

